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Abstract 
Upon the diagnostics of basic rod insulators by method of free fluctuations the main difficulty is the choice of the informative 
frequency ranges of a spectrum characterizing existence of defects. A problem of work is the analysis of frequencies of own 
fluctuations of rod basic insulators. The ANSYS software package for the final element modeling was used. Numerical 
experiments are made. 
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Introduction 
Nowadays there is a problem of aging of rod basic insulators. In the course of production and at long operation of 
basic and rod porcelain insulators owing to influence of external factors (moisture, differences of temperatures, 
mechanical loadings) and internal factors (violation of manufacturing techniques and quality of initial materials) in 
volume of an insulating detail of a porcelain insulator cracks can be formed that leads to destruction of an insulator 
under loading. Steady interest in ways of diagnostics of technical condition basic and rod porcelain insulators is 
caused on the one hand by relevance from the point of view of safety of operation and increase in a resource of their 
work, and on the other hand complexity of receiving simple and reliable criterion for evaluation of insulator damage. 
Effective way of the prevention of failure of rod basic insulators is identification in use at an early stage of 
insulators defects [1,2]. One of perspective methods for these purposes is the method of free fluctuations [3-12] 
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which allows to judge by the analysis of change of the fading acoustic vibrations range about a crack existence in a 
body of a porcelain insulator. 
The range of free damped oscillations depends on the following parameters:  
x configuration (form) of a product 
x geometrical sizes of a product (length, height, width) 
x material of which the product is made 
x existence in him of internal defects (crack, cavity, existence of a time) 
Change of any of the listed parameters leads to change of a range of the fading acoustic vibrations. In other 
words, in two products absolutely identical externally ranges of the fading acoustic vibrations can differ strongly 
from each other if one of products has defect. 
Description of measuring installation 
For diagnostics of rod basic insulators with the method of free fluctuations has developed measuring installation 
which block diagram is submitted in Fig. 1.  
As sensitive elements laser vibration pens 2 are used. Signals from the laser converter arrive on the multipurpose 
module of input-output 3 from where the digitized data are transferred to the personal computer 4, with the 
established software 5. 
 
 
Fig. 1 Scheme of a measuring and diagnostic complex (1 - object of research; 2 - laser vibration pen PDV-100; 3 - multipurpose module of input-
output of BNC 6212; 4 - personal computer; 5 - software) 
Use of laser vibration pens of the PDV-100 brand, allows to carry out diagnostics at distance, from a dangerous 
zone of the transformer at a distance. Thus, the offered installation doesn't demand shutdown of the transformer and 
dismantle of insulators. 
Problem definition 
The technique of diagnostics of basic rod insulators with application of the described method and measuring 
installation is at the moment developed. The main difficulty is determination of informative frequency ranges of a 
spectrum of the vibration signals characterizing existence of defects. Therefore a problem of work is the analysis of 
frequencies of own fluctuations of rod basic insulators. 
Choice of a method 
One of the main methods of the solution of problems of calculation of the intense deformed condition of designs 
is the method of final elements. His main advantage – an opportunity to consider details of any form while analytical 
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decisions can be received only for tasks with rather simple geometry. As the program of final element modeling 
ANSYS is chosen,which belongs to one of the most powerful and effective packages today. Here the solution of a 
problem of determination of own frequencies is realized by application of the modal analysis. [13-20] 
Numerical experiments 
Type of the considered insulator - IOS-35-500-01. The final element model of a basic and rod insulator is 
presented in Fig. 2. 
 
Fig. 2 Final element model of a basic and rod insulator 
As defects are considered: 
x insulator trunk cracks near metal caps (from 10, 50 and 80% overlapping from the cross section of a trunk) 
x cracks of insulator edges (from 50% overlapping along a modeling curve) 
At a stage of a task of boundary conditions restrictions of movements were put to settlement model. Two options 
of rigid seal were considered: 
x along edges of the lower cap 
x along edges of the lower and top caps at the same time 
Calculation was carried out for various combinations of defects and options of fastenings. The considered options 
are presented in the table. 
Results of calculations have shown that the considered defects lead to change of frequencies of fluctuations of a 
basic rod insulator in the wide range of a spectrum. 
The range of vibration fluctuations of basic rod insulators depends as on the removal place, so the place of 
excitation of oscillations. For descriptive reasons in Fig. 3-5 forms of fluctuations of a basic rod insulator with rigid 
seal along an edge of the lower cap are presented. From drawings it is visible that for registration of the 5th form of 
fluctuations (Fig. 3) expediently cross arrangement of a beam of the laser vibration pen concerning an insulator axis, 
and for registration of the 79th form – longitudinal (Fig. 4). It is established that local character, for example the 88th 
form (Fig. 5) has part of the forms of fluctuations. 
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Table .Considered settlement options 
Option 
No. 
Defect arrangement Defect overlapping Rigid seal 
on a trunk 
near the 
lower cap 
on a trunk 











10% 50% 80% 
along an edge 
of the lower 
cap 
along an edge of 
the lower and 
top caps 
1 +     +   +  
2 +      +  +  
3 +       + +  
4  +    +   +  
5  +     +  +  
6  +      + +  
7   +    +  +  
8    +   +  +  
9     +  +  +  
10  +    +   + + 
11  +     +  + + 
12  +      + + + 
13   +    +  + + 
14    +   +  + + 
 
Fig. 3 Fifth form of fluctuations 
Depending on a point of application and the direction of the revolting force the energy overflow between the next 
forms of fluctuations is possible. 
Results of calculations of fluctuations have shown that informative frequency ranges for detection of the 
considered defects is the following:  
x from 0,2 to 4,5 kHz  
x from 9,5 to 11,5 kHz  
x from 12,6 to 15,3 kHz 
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The analysis of signals in these frequency ranges will allow to exclude a possibility of an overflow of energy of 
fluctuations between the next forms and to increase reliability of control. 
 
Fig. 4 Seventy ninth form of fluctuations 
 
Fig. 5 Eighty eighth form of fluctuations 
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Conclusion 
As a result of numerical experiments the informative frequency ranges characterizing existence of cracks in basic 
and rod insulators are revealed. The received results will allow to develop diagnostics technique with application of 
a method of free fluctuations. 
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